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ABSTRACT
A Dynamic Software Product Line (DSPL) aims at managing run-time adaptations of a software system. It is built on the assumption that context changes that require these adaptations at run-time can be anticipated at design-time. Therefore, the set of adaptation rules and the space of configurations in a DSPL are predefined and fixed at design-time. Yet, for large-scale and highly distributed systems, anticipating all relevant context changes during design-time is often not possible due to the uncertainty of how the context may change. Such design-time uncertainty therefore may mean that a DSPL lacks adaptation rules or configurations to properly reconfigure itself at run-time. We propose an adaptive system model to cope with design-time uncertainty in DSPLs. This model combines learning of adaptation rules with evolution of the DSPL configuration space. It takes particular account of the mutual dependencies between evolution and learning, such as using feedback from unsuccessful learning to trigger evolution. We describe concrete steps for learning and evolution to show how such feedback can be exploited. We illustrate the use of such a model with a running example from the cloud computing domain.

CCS Concepts
- Software and its engineering → Software product lines;
- Computing methodologies → Machine learning;
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Adaptive systems modify themselves at run-time to react to context changes that – without adaptation – would lead to requirements violations. A well-known approach to realizing run-time adaptation is by means of a Dynamic Software Product Line (DSPL). A DSPL extends existing software product line engineering approaches by moving their capabilities to run-time [13]. In particular, variability binding is postponed to run-time, allowing a DSPL to activate or deactivate certain features according to context changes. Run-time reconfigurations are driven by the DSPL variability model, usually expressed as a feature model [12]. The DSPL feature model describes the possible and allowed feature combinations of the software system and thereby defines its configuration space.

How the system will reconfigure in response to context changes is defined by means of adaptation policies or adaptation rules [6]. To this end, the DSPL feature model is usually augmented with a set of rules that explicitly define under which circumstances a reconfiguration should take place. Adaptation rules define the actual configurations that may be reached through run-time adaptation and thereby delimit a system’s adaptation space.

1.1 Uncertainty
DSPLs are built on the assumption that potential, relevant context changes can be anticipated at design-time. As a result, the set of adaptation rules and the possible configurations of a DSPL are predefined and fixed at design-time. Yet, for large-scale and highly distributed systems, such as cloud or cyber-physical systems, anticipating all relevant context situations and defining appropriate adaptation policies during design-time is often not possible due to the uncertainty of how the context may change at run-time [21, 9, 25].

Adding to this is the difficulty, in general, for a developer to exhaustively explore, anticipate, or resolve all possible context conditions [25]. Selecting a set of features and dependencies to be included in a DSPL involves difficult design decisions, requiring a good knowledge of the existing (or to be developed) features and the ability to predict their behavior in future contexts [10]. Similarly, developing an effective set of adaptation rules is a challenging task for developers due to the complexity and dynamicity of the context [7].

1.2 Learning and Evolution
Recently, two research directions have emerged that aim at tackling uncertainty in adaptive systems. On the one hand, machine learning has been proposed for modifying the adaptation space at run-time [9, 16, 14]. Context changes not anticipated during design-time are addressed by learning new adaptation rules dynamically, or by modifying and improving existing rules. On the other hand, evolution [4] has been proposed as a way to modify the DSPL configu-
ration space [3, 24, 33]. The variability of the DSPL (in terms of features and their constraints) is changed based on insights gathered during system operation, while derived configurations are running.

1.3 Problem Statement

Learning and evolution individually address the problem of uncertainty. However, the mutual dependencies between learning and evolution also have to be considered, as context changes that cannot be addressed by learning and evolution in isolation can occur. As an example, let us assume that learning has explored the whole configuration space but none of the configurations was able to meet the requirements given the new, unforeseen context situation. In such a case, an evolution of the configuration space is required to enrich the DSPL with new features or feature combinations.

Existing adaptive system models do not explicitly consider the dependencies between learning and evolution. Well-known adaptive system models, such as the MAPE model and Kramer and Magee’s reference architecture for self-management [17], are not connected with evolution, while dual life-cycle models that consider evolution, such as [22] and [20], do not explicitly reflect the role of learning and its dependency with evolution.

1.4 Paper Contributions

This paper makes three main contributions. First, we introduce an adaptive system model for dealing with uncertainty in DSPLs. Our model extends the MAPE model by learning and evolution. In particular, the model makes explicit the dependencies and feedback loops between system execution, adaptation, learning, and evolution. Second, we describe the key concepts and steps that learning and evolution have to perform as part of this model in order to exploit feedback information between learning and evolution. Third, we use an example from cloud computing to illustrate the use of the model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the running example. Section 3 introduces our adaptive system model. Section 4 defines how adaptation rules can be optimized through learning, while Section 5 explains the feedback-driven evolution of DSPLs. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 sketches remaining challenges and concludes the paper.

2. RUNNING DSPL EXAMPLE

In a classical software product line, variability describes different possible products, i.e., software systems. In contrast, DSPL variability describes different possible adaptations of the same system. Due to their foundation in software product lines, DSPLs can rely on proven engineering foundations [19]. The running system managed by the DSPL can be reconfigured by switching among configurations that are expressed in terms of a product line variability model, usually a feature model [12, 21]. A feature model serves as a compact representation of all valid feature combinations.

Figure 1 depicts the feature model of our running example, a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) system that can be deployed on two types of virtual machines (Small and Medium VM) offered by a cloud provider. The XOR constraint in the feature model defines the mutual exclusion between features Small and Medium. Valid configurations of the example system are thus $C_1 = \{DB, \text{Small}\}$ and $C_2 = \{DB, \text{Medium}\}$.

The DSPL adaptation rules relate context situations, which define the triggers for an adaptation, to feature configurations, which define the outcome of an adaptation [1, 18]. Performance (e.g., here, response time) and cost are two main system requirements in our cloud example. The overall goal is to keep performance high while minimizing the cost of renting virtual machines from the cloud provider. To address these goals, the rule set in our example contains two adaptation rules $R_1$ and $R_2$ (see Figure 1). Rule $R_2$ switches to the Medium VM if the workload is high ($W_2$ or $W_3$) to achieve performance, while rule $R_1$ switches to the Small VM if the workload is considered normal ($W_0$ or $W_1$) to reduce costs.\(^1\)

In our example, different kinds of uncertainty can be faced. For instance, during operation, heavier workloads may occur (such as $W_4$, $W_5$, …). Or, adaptation rules defined at design-time (such as choosing $C_2$ in case of $W_3$) may be based on wrong or incomplete design-time knowledge and thus will not be effective when applied.

1We use a discretization of the context situations for the sake of simplicity.
shown (the workloads \(W_0, \ldots, W_3\)), while vertically the DSPL configurations are depicted \((C_1, C_2)\). The area enclosed by the dashed line depicts the configuration space, while the area enclosed by the solid line depicts the adaptation space. Black dots represent the existence of adaptation rules that are triggered by the respective context situation and adapt the system to the respective configuration. Dashes mean that a combination of context situation and configuration is not covered by any adaptation rule.

3. ADAPTIVE SYSTEM MODEL

The key elements of our adaptive system model are sketched in Figure 3. As novelties, the model adds both **Learning** and **Evolution** to the classical elements of the MAPE model (the **Managed Element** and the **Adaptation Manager**), while taking particular attention to the mutual dependencies between learning and evolution by introducing explicit feedback loops between the **Adaptation Manager**, **Evolution** and **Learning**.

![Figure 3: Learning and Evolution in DSPLs](image)

**Learning** observes the execution of adaptation actions and their effectiveness in achieving requirements (**Adaptation Space Feedback** in Figure 3). In addition, **Learning** is informed by **Evolution** about changes in features and their constraints (**Updated Feature Model**) and thus can explore new configurations as part of the DSPL’s modified configuration space. Based on both kinds of information, adaptation rules are revisited and updated, thus dynamically modifying the adaptation space. **Updated Adaptation Rules** are then fed back to the adaptation engine.

In addition to new requirements that possibly require an evolution of the DSPL (see top of Figure 3), **Evolution** receives from **Learning** insights concerning the effectiveness of different features and their combinations (**Configuration Space Feedback**), which constitutes further the triggers for DSPL evolution. The DSPL can be evolved by adding new features, changing feature constraints, or even by removing never used features from the DSPL feature model. While **Learning** is fully automatic, **Evolution** requires human involvement.

4. LEARNING

**Learning** aims at improving existing adaptation rules and adding new adaptation rules to address uncertainty faced at run-time. The learning strategy we propose in our model has been inspired by Reinforcement Learning (RL) [29]. In RL, an agent learns the effectiveness of its actions through interactions with its context\(^2\). The agent receives a reward value as the feedback for applying an action. The overall aim of RL is to maximize some form of cumulative reward. Unlike supervised learning, which learns from a set of existing training data, RL relies only on the feedback from the context. This is a key advantage when handling unpredictable and changing context situations.

Given a context situation, an adaptation action is chosen by RL using two complementary strategies: **exploitation** and **exploration**. **Exploitation** focuses on the collected reward values, and recommends the action with the highest reward to be executed. Exploration recommends a random action regardless of its reward value to prevent the learning from sub-optimal solutions. A proper learning strategy is a reasonable combination of exploitation and exploration.

Consequently, **Learning** involves three major steps, which are described below: 1) adaptation rule exploitation, 2) configuration space exploration, and 3) feeding back the coverage of the configuration space to **Evolution**.

![Figure 4: Adaptation Space after Exploitation](image)

\(^2\)aka. environment in RL.
Requirements are violated in two context situations: W1 and W3. Adaptation rules that led to requirements violations are removed and thus alternative adaptation rules can be explored in the second step.

4.2 Configuration Space Exploration
Exploration aims at improving and enhancing the set of adaptation rules. The exploration strategy examines the parts of the configuration space not yet covered by successful adaptation rules and derives new adaptation rules for these parts. As a result, configurations not yet executed in certain context situations may be encoded as adaptation rules. Figure 5 shows such optimized adaptation space after exploration in our cloud example.

![Figure 5: Configuration space after exploration](image)

Compared to the prescribed rules, exploration has found an adaptation rule to successfully handle context situation W1 using configuration C2, instead of C1. Compared to the initial adaptation rules (see Section 2), the Rule Set is updated as follows:

\[
R = \begin{cases} 
R1 : W0 \rightarrow C1 | C1 = \{DB, Small\} \\
R2 : W1 \lor W2 \rightarrow C2 | C2 = \{DB, Medium\}
\end{cases}
\]

In addition to improving the adaptation rules for known context situations, exploration enables us to deal with unforeseen context situations. As mentioned in Section 2, our cloud service may face a workload way beyond what has been anticipated during design-time – let it be W4. As illustrated in Figure 6, the existing adaptation rules do not support this context situation. Exploration, however, will search the configuration space with the aim of finding a configuration that satisfies the requirements for this unforeseen context situation.

![Figure 6: Unforeseen context situation](image)

4.3 Feedback to Evolution
The exploration of the adaptation space is eventually limited to the set of features defined within the feature model of the DSPL. That is, the adaptation space may not become larger than the configuration space. In situations where none of the existing configurations is able to achieve the system goals, e.g., W3 and W4 in our example, the DSPL needs to be evolved to offer more suitable features and configurations. Such need for evolution is fed back to Evolution, together with the Reward Set in order to be able to perform an analysis of the evolution need.

5. EVOLUTION
Evolution aims at updating the DSPL and its feature model to address unsatisfied or emerging requirements. Traditionally, evolution is triggered by changes in requirements that demand new features. In our adaptive system model, additional needs for evolution come from Learning by providing insights about run-time execution and in particular about the effectiveness of existing DSPL configurations. Relying on the run-time information and the expertise of developers, Evolution is to revise the design of the DSPL and its feature model towards addressing those needs. To do so, Evolution involves three major steps described below: 1) analyzing the evolution needs in terms of DSPL features, 2) updating the DSPL feature model, 3) feeding back feature model updates to Learning.

5.1 Feature-aware Analysis
To effectively address the needs for evolution, it is important to diagnose which features may be missing or misbehaving. Key information for performing such task is contained within the Reward Set. However, the Reward Set encodes the information at the level of each individual configuration. As a result, the Reward Set can be very large, depending on the size of the configuration and adaptation spaces. This makes it difficult to be used as the direct source of information for the developer who has to define the DSPL evolution.

To support the developers in decision making, we thus need artifacts that allow developers to make a decision on the feature level instead of the level of individual configurations. Here, one can rely on techniques such as statistical methods to derive “feature-aware models” from large sets of metric data. As an example, association rules [35] can be derived to identify the relations among features, situations, and requirements violations. Or, mathematical functions can be calculated by regression techniques to represent a system requirement as a function of DSPL feature bindings, such as the performance influence models introduced in [28].

In our example, a feature-aware model can take the following shape to understand the impact of feature selection on response time, rt, given a workload of W:

\[
rt = 10 \cdot W \cdot Small + 3 \cdot W \cdot Medium
\]

The values of Small and Medium are determined to be 0 or 1 depending on the activation of their corresponding features.

5.2 Feature Model Update
Considering the feature-aware models and the expected system requirements, developers re-visit the DSPL design. The current design may require further development of new
features, optimizing the existing ones, or removing ineffective features. The implementation is thus updated accordingly and the new feature model is sent to Learning. Additionally, developer-defined adaptation rules may be added to the feature model to guide the adaptation actions and adjust the adaptation space accordingly.

Regarding our running example, the need for evolution is triggered after discovering that there exists no configuration to cope with the workloads W3 and W4. The feature-aware model derived in the previous step shows the positive impact of VM capacity on the response time. This indicates that a potential solution to address W3 and W4 may be to increase VM capacity further. Developers then decide on the possible evolution scenarios. For instance, adding a Large virtual machine feature as a child feature of VM could be one solution. Another solution could be to add a load balancer (LB) and use both Small and Medium VMs simultaneously when W3 and W4 occur. Figure 7 depicts the latter solution in the DSPL feature model. Note that the relationship among VM and its children is changed to OR to allow the use of multiple machines in configuration C3. As part of the DSPL evolution, also a new adaptation rule is added that is triggered by the occurrence of W3 and W4.

As shown in the figure, the accumulated information in Reward Set is still valid, since the previous configurations are not changed through the evolution in our example. However, for the newly introduced configuration and adaptation rule, no metric information has been collected yet and thus it is shown as bullet in the figure.

In case a feature were modified during evolution, the metrics of all the configurations that include the feature would be invalidated and thus could not be reused. In case a feature were removed, all configurations involving this feature are removed from the configuration space. Finally, configurations that violate changed constraints among features also are to be removed. Those changes are reflected by removing the entries from the Reward Set accordingly.

6. RELATED WORK

This section provides a summary of the related work on learning and evolution of adaptive systems.

Existing work in learning for adaptive systems focuses on improving the adaptation decisions by analyzing the feedback from past experiences. Qian et al. apply case-based reasoning and store the encountered situations together with the performed adaptations [23]. When facing a new situation, similar cases are retrieved from storage to find an adaptation whose effectiveness has been shown earlier. Esfahani et al. discuss the application of black-box learning, in particular regression models, to understand the impact of different features on the goals of an adaptive system [9]. Features are then enabled or disabled accordingly to adapt to the changes, based on how successfully they achieve the goals. Q-Learning [32], as a specific form of reinforcement learning, has been employed to predict the impact of adaptation actions in a wide range of application domains, including data centers [5, 34, 30] and web-based systems [2].

In our recent work [14], we applied Fuzzy Q-Learning to derive explicit adaptation rules. In contrast to this previous efforts, we take a further step and propose an adaptive system model that combines learning and evolution for DSPLs.

Software evolution is a key research field in software engineering [19], and in adaptive systems it is considered a crucial concern [8]. Different techniques have been proposed to deal with run-time evolution of adaptive systems. Khakpour et al. [15] present a formal model for developing and modeling self-adaptive evolving systems. They rely on this model, based on evolution policies, to adapt the behavior and the structure of the system at run time, i.e., to adapt and evolve it. This approach relies on predefined evolution policies, and thus cannot adapt to unforeseen evolution scenarios, while our approach is able to cope with such scenarios by relying on run-time feedback, thus continuously learning and evolving the system. Other authors propose maintaining run-time models consistent with the system they describe relying on a model-driven approach providing multiple architectural models at different levels of abstraction [31]. Those run-time models are derived from a source model that can be evolved, and thus used to propagate changes to the run-time
ones. In our previous work [3, 24], we also studied the challenges related to the evolution of DSPLs. Compared to these contributions, we go further by using run-time feedback to decide how a DSPL is evolved, and take full advantage of both the knowledge produced by machine learning and the developers’ expertise.

The adaptive system model presented in this paper progresses from the state of the art of adaptive systems by studying the coexistence of learning and evolution in a unified model. It also opens up further research opportunities, which are briefly discussed below.

7. CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES

A DSPL is applicable if future context situations are known during design-time. Yet, for large-scale and highly distributed systems, foreseeing future context conditions and defining appropriate adaptation options during design-time is often not possible. We advocate for an adaptive system model that augments the MAPE model by a combination of online machine learning and evolution. We plan in future work to implement this model and propose an automated approach supporting learning and evolution. One major concern when introducing machine learning into the software life-cycle is that software will change itself and morph during run-time without the explicit control of software engineers. This raises questions about the resulting overall behavior of the adaptive system. Learning may lead to unsafe or unwanted system states. We foresee different, complementary research questions to be explored to address these concerns:

- **Defining safe operational boundaries**: Developers are able to prohibit the execution of certain configurations and adaptations by adding constraints to feature models. Indeed, learning in our adaptive system model will only explore the configuration space defined by developers. Learning only triggers an evolution (and thus exploration) of new configurations via DSPL evolution, thereby keeping the human in the loop to take the final decision.

- **Sandboxing**: The exploration of new adaptation rules and observing their effectiveness may be performed decoupled from the actual system in operation. Our adaptive system model differentiates between existing adaptation rules and the ones being explored. This information may be used to execute the rules under exploration in a sandbox.

- **Run-time verification**: Due to the dynamic changes in the adaptation and configuration spaces due to learning and evolution, verification of an adaptive system needs to be extended to run-time [27, 11]. Existing verification techniques for adaptive systems are essentially built to check adaptations defined by developers at design-time. Advances in learning techniques (making explicit what is learned) combined with more powerful verification techniques (such as verification in the cloud) might be explored to address this challenge [26].
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